DEFENSE
Praescient’s Team embeds with units across the world to
provide technical support and enhance the analytical
capabilities of our military branches.

Combating Green On Blue Attacks in Afghanistan
U.S. and allied armed forces were tasked with training local military and police units
to take over regional security in preparation for the drawdown of troops in Afghanistan. The NATO-led military coalition endeavored to prepare the Afghan soldiers
and officers for the task ahead, but a troubling rash of “green-on-blue” attacks
emerged as a major source of casualties. Originating mostly in the insurgent rich
Helmand and Kandahar provinces, these insider attacks were carried out by elements of the Taliban who infiltrated legitimate Afghan units. Dozens of coalition causalities were attributed to this epidemic.
Praescient supported an elite division of the U.S. military, embedded at a frontline
forward operating base, enabling actionable intelligence from massive, disjointed datasets which included enemy movements, suspected operating areas, and attack
events. With a better grasp on this crucial information, leaders on the ground could
predict when insider attacks would happen and could better investigate the root
causes behind them thanks to the work of Praescient’s team.
Praescient was able to achieve this success due in large part to their ability, augmented by headquarters-based engineers, to modify the unit’s analytic platform and
intelligence methodologies to conform to the rapidly evolving threat picture. Praescient believes this combination of domain expertise and technical agility is more-than
-ever required of analysts and operators to have a meaningful impact in lethal and
non-lethal operations today.
Since the company’s inception in 2011, Praescient has deployed with several military
units globally. These embedded analysts are fully integrated into the daily battle
rhythm of a variety of military elements, providing technical and analytical support to
enhance their missions abroad.
IMPACT: IMPROVED THE SAFETY AND ENHANCED THE EFFECTIVENESS
U.S. MILITARY UNIT THROUGH SUSTAINED, EMBEDDED SUPPORT
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Defense
The analysts and engineers of
Praescient’s Defense Team
lean on years of experience
across the armed services and
in the national security
community to deliver
impactful results to our
clients. The team embeds in
direct support of units
operating in active warzones
and with special operations
forces around the world. The
efforts of Praescient
personnel have directly
enhanced the security and
capabilities of several defense
organizations serving on the
frontline.

About Praescient
Praescient Analytics delivers
embedded analytical services,
data integration, platform
customization, and training in
partnership with leading
technology providers. Our
teams of analysts and
engineers provide solutions to
federal and commercial clients
engaged in critical defense, law
enforcement, intelligence,
cyber security, financial,
investigative, and legal
analytics missions.
Learn more at
praescientanalytics.com

